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Abstract
Introduction. Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is presently an invasive coronary clinical
index. Non-invasive CT imaging combined with computational coronary flow modelling
may reduce the patient’s burden of undergoing invasive testing.
Research statement. The ability to obtain information of the hemodynamic significance
of detected lesions would streamline decision making in escalation to invasive
angiography.
Methods. A reduced order (lumped parameter) model of the coronary vasculature was
further developed. The model was used in the assessment of the roles of structure and
function on the FFR. Sophisticated methods were used to elicit numerical
solutions. Further, CT imaging (n = 10) provided multiple porcine geometries based upon
algorithms encoded within an existing scientific platform.
Results. It was found that the length of large vessel stenosis and presence of
microvascular disease are primary regulators of FFR. Further, the CT data provided a
basis to investigate relationships between coronary geometry (structure) and blood flow
(function) attributes.
Discussion. The presented model, upon personalization, may compliment and
streamline ongoing imaging efforts by guiding FFR assessment. It is likely to assist in
preliminary data generation for future projects. The computational geometries will
contribute to an open source service that will be made available to our University’s
researchers.
Keywords:

Computational fluid dynamics, coronary vasculature, lumped parameter

modelling, data driven modelling.
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Summary for Lay Audience
A buildup of plaque in the coronary arteries that supply blood to the heart’s muscle is
often fatal.

To assess the severity of these buildups on the heart’s blood supply,

physicians measure the pressure along the artery to estimate severity by an index known
as fractional flow reserve. This index is obtained by inserting a pressure wire through the
patient’s artery of interest and measuring the pressure before and after the plaque buildup. Although this is an invasive, expensive, and high-risk procedure, it has been shown
to be very useful in assisting clinical decisions regarding whether the patient requires
surgery. To avoid the invasive nature of this procedure, this thesis explores how one may
use mathematical modelling of coronary blood flow to generate a virtual subject specific
fractional flow reserve. One mode is the utilizing the routinely obtained using
Computerized Tomography (CT) images of the coronary arteries. Using images from ten
patients, the arteries and geometric properties were extracted to create both reduced
order models (0D and 1D) as well as 3D representations. Using the reduced order
models, this thesis explored various disease conditions and factors that may affect
fractional flow reserve. Such conditions include implementing varying severities of
stenosis as well as inducing microvascular disease within the patient geometries to
investigate the combined effects. Our findings suggest that a spectrum of pathological
conditions, several of which are outside the heart, should be accounted for in diagnosing
the severity of coronary plaques.
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Chapter 1. Introduction.
1.1

Cardiovascular disease.

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) causes 30% of deaths worldwide and is a leading cause
of hospitalization1. Despite the significant medical advances. CVD-related morbidity
remains alarmingly high. Coronary artery disease (CAD) causing stenosis forms a large
proportion of CVD. CAD is caused by atherosclerosis, namely the intra-coronary build-up
of plaque, giving rise to undesirable coronary stenosis2. Untreated coronary stenosis
leads to mortal angina and myocardial infarction3. Whereas CAD treatment is almost
always surgical, the current success rates of the operation are unacceptable due to suboptimal assessment of stenosis severity4,5. A current clinical need is to ascertain coronary
stenosis severity prior to surgical intervention that will allow better treatment planning.

1.1 Overview of coronary circulation.
Coronary arteries supply the myocardium (Figure 1) with vital oxygen and nutrients. The
two primary coronary arteries are the first branches to extend from the aorta, namely the
left main and right coronary arteries (LMCA and RCA, respectively). The LMCA and its
branches supply blood to the left side of the heart, including the left ventricle and left atria.
The RCA supplies blood to the right ventricle and right atria. In addition, the RCA also
supplies blood to the rhythm setting sinoatrial (primary cardiac pacemaker) and ratecontrolling atrioventricular (secondary cardiac pacemaker) nodes. The LMCA branches
into the left anterior descending artery (LAD) and the left circumflex artery (LCX). The
LAD and its branches supply blood to the anterior wall of the left ventricle while the LCX
supplies most of the left atrium, the posterior and lateral walls of the left ventricle.
Whereas left and right cardiac perfusion are often times closely linked to left and right
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branches, it is clinically important to know the branch dominance to better design
treatments.

Figure 1. Representative human heart geometry. The red chamber (LV) is the left
ventricle. The brown chamber (RV) is the right ventricle. The translucent cyan
tissue is the atrial chambers. In this thesis, epicardial arterial vessels on the LV
and RV were considered.

A distinctive attribute of coronary blood flow is its intramyocardial pressure driven phase
shift with respect to the coronary pressure6. Intramyocardial pressure is generated by the
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left ventricular pressure, myocardial fibre stress, as well as radial contraction of the
myocardium7.

Figure 2. Diagram of flow in the left and right coronary arteries relative to Aortic
and left ventricular (LV) pressure. A: aortic (red) and left ventricular (black)
pressure profile over two heart beats. B: Left main coronary artery (LMCA and C:)
right coronary artery (RCA) flow profiles during the same two heart beats of panel
A.
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The flow from the left coronary artery is low during cardiac systole (isovolumetric
contraction, high intramyocardial pressure) and higher during cardiac diastole (heart
relaxation, low intramyocardial pressure). As the pressure of the right ventricle is lower
than that of the left ventricle, the flow in the RCA does not reduce to zero, and rather has
a slight decrease (Figure 2).

1.2

Diagnostic tools used in clinical practice.

Currently, diagnostic tests for CAD can be divided into either non-invasive or invasive
tests. Non-invasive diagnostic tests are further divided into two categories: functional
tests and anatomic tests. Functional tests include exercise electrocardiography (ECG),
exercise/pharmacologic stress echocardiography, exercise/pharmacologic cardiac
nuclear imaging with single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) or positron
emission tomography (PET), pharmacologic stress magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
computed tomography (CT) perfusion, and CT or Doppler ultrasound-derived flow reserve
measurements. There is also increasing interest in non-invasive anatomic tests, including
coronary magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and coronary artery calcium scoring.
Invasive testing includes intravascular ultrasound, blood testing (to find pathological
levels of troponin and creatine kinase, C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, homocysteine,
lipoproteins, triglycerides, brain natriuretic peptide prothrombin), and invasive coronary
angiography.
Exercise ECG involves recording the heart’s electrical activity response to exercise as a
stressor. This method is widely used since it does not require intravenous access or
expose the patient to radiation. However, the limitations of this method include patient
inability to perform adequate amounts of exercise to induce stress and possible false
positives due to pharmacology8.
Mr. Jermiah J. Joseph
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Cardiac PET is an imaging technique used to

establish myocardial viability and

perfusion9,10. It involves cardiac imaging using a radioactive metabolite enhancement.
Cardiac PET’s limitation is its reliance on high radiation doses.
Cardiac MRI is another imaging modality that uses radio frequency waves and strong
magnets. It allows for 3D visualization and viewing angles from various anatomical
planes. Cardiac MRI is a sophisticated technology which has high sensitivity and
specificity11,12. MRI does not expose patients to radiation but provides a lower resolution
than PET. In addition, MRI is often unavailable due to high operational costs.
Coronary CT angiography is the most commonly used invasive method for CAD
diagnosis13. Due to its high resolution and reproducibility, CCTA is widely used to provide
3D vasculature structure that informs the clinician regarding severity and location of
stenosis.
Intravascular ultrasound utilizes a catheter and imaging to determine vessel and lumen
dimensions, plaque burden and morphology. By imaging the interior of vessels, the vessel
diameter and lesion lengths are determined. In addition, the composition of plaque can
be determined to evaluate CAD severity and progression over time 14–16.
It is apparent that modern biomedical diagnostics is advanced and provides large data.
This large data remains to be thoroughly exploited to benefit the critically ill patient 17.

1.3

Diagnostic measurements obtained in clinical practice.

1.3.1 Fractional Flow Reserve.
A quantitative measure of aberrant coronary hemodynamics must be used to make
clinical decisions regarding surgery such as revascularization. The current gold standard
diagnostic tool is fractional flow reserve (FFR) estimated using intracoronary angiography
Mr. Jermiah J. Joseph
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pressure measurements. FFR is defined as the ratio of maximal blood flow in a stenosed
artery to the theoretical maximum in the absence of the stenosis. FFR represents the
ability of an artery to maintain supply to the appended myocardium under stress which is
often a precursor to ischemia. In practice, FFR is measured by inserting a pressure wire
into the suspected stenosed artery to determine the ratio of the pressure distal to and
proximal to the stenosis (Figure 3),

𝑃𝑑 (𝑡)
𝐹𝐹𝑅(𝑡) =
𝑃𝑎 (𝑡)

equation (1).

where 𝑃𝑑 and 𝑃𝑎 are the stenosis related distal and proximal pressures respectively.

Figure 3. Caricature of pressure catheter used to determine pressure proximal to
(Pa) and distal to (Pd) stenosis. The stenosis is shown as orange atherosclerotic
plaque. The pressure catheter measures Pa and Pd over a few cardiac cycles. The
recorded Pa and Pd are averaged to calculate FFR.
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The clinically defined lower threshold for FFR is 0.818–20 below which percutaneous
coronary intervention must be prescribed. Although FFR has been shown to identify
functionally significant stenoses, the catheter lab clinical measurement of FFR is cost
prohibitive and the procedure itself poses a pharmacological and surgical risk to the
patient19.
With the advancement of imaging modalities, the computation of FFR through noninvasive methods have been investigated. The currently accepted method for calculating
FFR non-invasively is based upon coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA)
and is called FFRCT21.
The two types of stenosis focused on in this thesis are diffuse and focal (Figure 4). In this
thesis, a focal stenosis is defined as a sudden narrowing of the blood vessel (due to
blockage) and a diffuse stenosis is defined as a smooth, long, narrowing of the coronary
vessel (typically 20-30mm) with varying severity22.
1.3.2 Quantitative Flow Ratio (QFR).
Whereas FFRCT informs the clinician about the hemodynamic severity of the epicardial
vessel stenosis, quantitative flow ratio (QFR) is a novel technique that estimates coronary
stenosis severity using quantitative coronary angiography imaging data. This method
estimates the pressure drop across the stenosis through 3D reconstructions of
quantitative coronary angiography images and a virtual hyperemic flow profile without the
need for physically inducing hyperemia in patients24.
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Figure 4. Visual description of diffuse stenosis (left) and focal stenosis (right) 23.
1.3.3 Coronary Flow Reserve (CFR).
Coronary flow reserve (CFR) is another coronary health index that provides wider extra
coronary information such as the presence of chronic kidney disease25. It is therefore
crucial to ascertain coronary flow reserve index. CFR is defined as the maximum flow
through a coronary artery normalized by the control flow at rest. In the case of stenosis,
this measurement is obtained by calculating the maximal flow through the stenosed artery
normalized by the flow through the same artery in the absence of stenosis. In the context
of hemodynamic modelling, the CT imaging data may provide the stenosed vessel
geometry. Using advanced computational geometry manipulation tools, the stenosed
vessel geometry is manipulated to provide a normal vessel geometry. The two geometries
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are then used in hemodynamic simulations to provide flow under stenosed and normal
conditions.
1.3.4 Index of Microcirculatory Resistance (IMR).
The index of microcirculatory resistance (IMR) is a simple pressure wire-based
measurement that provides an estimation of the where the microcirculatory resistance is
minimal in a targeted coronary vasculature region 26. True IMR is calculated as

𝐼𝑀𝑅 = 𝑃𝑎 × 𝑇𝑚𝑛 ×

𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑤
𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑤

equation (2).

where Pa = mean proximal coronary pressure, Tmn = mean hyperemic transit time, Pd =
mean distal coronary pressure, and Pw = coronary wedge pressure.
Governing equations.
As in other quantitative fields of research, hemodynamic models are described using
equations and inequalities. The equations represent mechanistic relationships between
vessel geometry, and blood flow and pressure. The mechanism strength is dictated by
modelling parameters. Experimental and clinical observations are used to identify
modelling parameters, thus making the model subject specific. As illustrated in Figure 4,
the current generation of hemodynamic models are classified into lumped-parameter,
one-dimensional, and three-dimensional models. While the first is described using
ordinary differential equations representing an equivalent electrical circuit, the latter two
are described using partial differential equations. Brief descriptions of the equations used
in lumped-parameter, 1D, and 3D modelling are provided in the following sections.
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Figure 5. Multi-scale computational models. Lumped parameter models are
described using ordinary differential equations (0D, left), one-dimensional models
are axisymmetric simplifications of the Navier Stokes equations (1D, center), and
three-dimensional models that rely upon 3D Navier Stokes equations (3D, right). In
all models, initial conditions and boundary conditions are key to simulation of
blood flow in the respective networks.

1.3.5

Lumped-parameter modelling equations.

Lumped-parameter models of single vessels are illustrated in Figure 6. These models
describe relationships among hemodynamic variables using electrical circuit analogies.
The primary analogies are the representation of blood flow by current and pressure by
voltage. Although lumped-parameter models do not have spatial variables, they are
useful for modeling global characteristics of the cardiovascular system. These models are
especially suitable for representing a large portion of a closed-loop system or terminal
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and complex parts of the cardiovascular system such as the heart, venous circulation,
and capillary beds.

The simplest model of a blood vessel to date is the two element Windkessel model27,
where peripheral resistance of a blood vessel is represented by an electrical resistor and
the total arterial compliance is represented by a capacitor (Figure 6, a). More information
can be described by including a third element, a resistor characterizing the impedance,
in series with the previous 2-element Windkessel (Figure 6, b). With the introduction of
the inertance of blood in the vessel as another element, the 4-element Windkessel model
was established (Figure 6, c). The model by Pietrabissa et al (1996) was one of the early
lsumped parameter descriptions of the coronary blood flow 28.

Figure 6. Windkessel models of terminal vasculature. a: 2-element Windkessel
consisting of a capacitor (C) and a resistor (R). b: 3-element Windkessel consisting
of an impedance (Zc), a capacitor and a resistor. c: 4-element Windkessel
consisting of an inductance (L), impedance, capacitor, and resistor. Estimating
these parameters is part of patient-specific modelling. Also see Figure 20.

Recently, Duanmu et al. developed a detailed lumped parameter model for coronary
hemodynamics using clinical data consisting of CT scans to provide patient-specific
Mr. Jermiah J. Joseph
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geometry and MRI for inlet blood flow dynamics29. They deployed structured tree outflow
models to describe the outflow boundary conditions30. Summarily, the Duanmu model is
a sophisticated combination of individual vessel Windkessel models shown in Figure 6.
Coronary flow is tightly coupled the hemodynamics of the heart and the aorta. In the
context of this thesis, coronary flow depends on aortic pressure and flow, the cardiac
contractility, heart rate, and hemodynamic properties of downstream vasculature. To
simulate coronary hemodynamics, a coronary vascular model needs to be coupled to
models of the heart and the arterial system, which interact with each other. This coronary
vascular model should be reasonably simple but represent the physiology of the coronary
circulation sufficiently.
A lumped parameter model with multiple components, is then represented by a system
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form,

𝑑𝑦
= 𝑓(𝑦, 𝑝, 𝑡) + 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡.
𝑑𝑡
where y contains the state variables of pressures and flows in each coronary vessel
segment, p contains the parameters of the model and its components, and t is time. The
initial conditions are represented by

𝑦0 = 𝑦(𝑡 = 0)

equation (3).

which is the system when t = 0.
A lumped parameter description of the human heart was implemented in our recent work
as a component of a whole body circulation model 31. This model is described using the
following Equations 4.1-4.3. In the human heart model, time varying elastance 𝐸(𝑡), as a
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function of diastolic elastance 𝐸𝑑 , and systolic elastance 𝐸𝑠 of each chamber is provided
as:

𝐸 (𝑡) = 𝐸𝑑 +

𝐸𝑠 − 𝐸𝑑
𝛼 (𝑡 )
2

equation (4.1).

where 𝛼(𝑡) is the time dependant activation function, specific to each chamber. In both
ventricles, the activation function is:

𝛼𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 (𝑡)
𝑡 − 𝑇𝑎𝑣
),
𝑇𝑎𝑣 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑎𝑣 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑣
𝑇𝑠,𝑣
𝑡 − (𝑇𝑎𝑣 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑣 )
1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋
),
𝑇𝑠,𝑣
3
𝑇𝑎𝑣 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑣 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑎𝑣 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑣
2

1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜋
=

{

equation (4.2).

In both atrial chambers, the activation function is:

𝛼𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 (𝑡)
𝑡
)
,
𝑇𝑠,𝑎
=
𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑎
1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋
) ,
𝑇𝑠,𝑎
{
0
1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜋

0 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇𝑠,𝑎
𝑇𝑠,𝑎 < 𝑡 ≤

equation (4.3).

3
𝑇
2 𝑠,𝑎

In the above equations, the atrio-ventricular time-delay 𝑇𝑎𝑣 is 0.2 s. The ventricular
systolic time duration 𝑇𝑠,𝑣 and atrial systolic time duration 𝑇𝑠,𝑎 both are proportional to √𝑇,
where 𝑇 is the cardiac cycle duration.
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The above lumped parameter modelling equations are initial value problems that were
solved using an implicit 6th-order backward-differentiation formula to obtain stable and
accurate numerical solutions32.
1.3.6

One-dimensional modelling equations.

Models described using one-dimensional (1D) equations can capture relevant wave
propagation phenomena along the tortuous coronary blood vessel axis. Consecutive
blood vessels may subtend an angle to each other. 1D models are described using 1D
Navier Stokes equations. 1D models assume radial symmetry meaning that the dominant
component of blood flow velocity is along the vessel axis and that the pressure is constant
over the cross-section of the vessel. Downstream from the coupled 1D vessel network,
boundary conditions are described using either lumped parameter models or
observational data (pressure or flow). 1D models provide significantly deeper insights
compared to lumped parameter models while simultaneously being computationally
tractable which makes them practical instruments of research 33–35.
One-dimensional modelling is performed using finite elements. In brief, each vessel is
described as a sequence of several finite elements. Each vessel in turn is then connected
to other vessels or is a terminal. In each finite element, hemodynamics is described using
the 1D Navier Stokes equations36:

𝜕𝜌 𝜕
(𝜌𝑢 ) = 0
+
𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥
𝑝 − 𝑝0 =
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equation (5.1).

equation (5.2).
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Figure 7. Diagram of whole-body circulation model used. Coronary artery models
developed in this thesis were coupled to this model at the aorta and vena cava.
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where  is the blood density, u is blood velocity along the axis of the finite element, t is
time, p is pressure, and  is blood viscosity. Using the cross-sectional area, A(x, t) and
the axial blood flow velocity, the actual blood flow q(x, t) is computed. The above
equations assume a fully developed flow profile with no slip boundary conditions at the
elastic walls. Since there are three variables in the above two equations, a constitutive
relationship between the blood pressure and vessel cross sectional area must be
assumed:

𝑝 − 𝑝0 =

4𝐸ℎ
𝐴
(1 − √
3𝑟0 (𝑥 )
𝐴0

equation (5.3).

where E is the Young’s modulus, p0 is the reference pressure, A0 is the resting cross
sectional area, h is the thickness of the wall. The parameter r0 is estimated using the
following30:

𝐸ℎ
= 𝑘1 𝑒 𝑘2 𝑟0 + 𝑘3
𝑟0

equation (6).

where k1, k2, k3 are measured experimentally to provide the stiffness at a a particular
location in a coronary vessel.
In the scientific platform (scientific software) used in this thesis37, the above equations are
encoded as 1D implicit38 finite elements with suitable interpolating functions to permit
generation of the spatial solution. The accuracy of this spatial solution is second order,
O(dx2). The temporal solution is evolved using a second order Crank-Nickelson method
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that is of second order in time, O(dt2). The time and spatial solutions are solved iteratively
using an operator splitting method39.
1.3.7

Three-dimensional modelling equations.

The imaging driven vascular anatomies are often used in conjunction with 3D Navier
Stokes equations to gain insights into coronary blood flow. A representative 3D geometry
is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 8. Representative imaging drive 3D geometry of coronary arteries and aorta.
The left circumflex coronary artery (LCX) is shown.

The 3D equations governing incompressible fluid flow40 are the continuity equation
(conservation of mass):

𝛻 ∙ 𝑣 = 0,

equation (7).

and the momentum equation:
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𝜕𝑣
+ 𝑅𝑒 𝑣 ∙ 𝛻𝑣 = −𝑅𝑒 𝛻𝑝 + 𝛻 2 𝑣
𝜕𝑡
where the Reynolds number,

𝑅𝑒 =

equation (8).

𝜌𝑣̅ 𝐿
, 𝑣̅ is the characteristic velocity, and 𝐿 is the
𝜇

vessel’s characteristic length.
The unknowns in the 3D equations are v and p which are together defined by the two
equations above making the system not so well defined.
A fully developed inlet flow boundary condition is generally applied at the inlet of our
hemodynamic models. To do so, flow profiles at the aortic root can be obtained from the
literature41 or can be generated from our models42,43.
A brief list of resources for hemodynamic modelling are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. A list of open-source hemodynamic simulation platforms.
Platform name.

Method.

Reference.

0D
NSR Physiome project.
Java applets.

Mechanistic ODE.

Beard et al models repository.
Matlab programs.
CellML
XML, translated to C and Matlab using
OpenCOR.
ModelsDB.
User contributed programming paradigm.
1D
SimVascular.
Finite elements.
C++ based on Boost, Blas/Lapack,
python wrappers.
3D
SimVascular.
Finite elements.
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C++ based on Boost, Blas/Lapack,
python wrappers.
Crimson.
Finite elements.
C++ based on advanced libraries.
HemeLB.
C++ based on advanced libraries.

Lattice Boltzmann.

1.4

Thesis Hypothesis and Aims.

1.4.1

Hypothesis.

http://www.crims
on.software/publ
ications.html
http://www.hem
elb.org

To explore factors affecting FFR, the following hypotheses were tested (chapter 2):
H1. “presence of microvascular dysfunction (outlet boundary conditions) is a prime
regulators of FFR”; and
H2. “diffuse stenosis (the length of vessel constriction) is more important than focal
stenosis (diameter reduction) for the FFR index”; and
H3. “sensitivity analysis using partial rank correlation coefficient may reveal other FFR
affecting factors”.
1.4.2 Aims.
This thesis aimed to:
Aim 1. implement a dynamic coronary CFD model to explore the structure function
relationships in coronary hemodynamics (chapter 2) to test above hypothesis; and
Aim 2. generate computational geometries using provided CT imaging data (chapter 3).
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Chapter 2. Structure (epicardial stenosis) and function
(microvascular dysfunction) that influences coronary
fractional flow reserve estimation.
This chapter which addressed Aim 1 of this thesis is based upon the following article:
Joseph, J.J., Sun, C., Lee, T.-Y., Goldman, D., Kharche, S.R., McIntyre, C.W. Structure
(Epicardial Stenosis) and Function (Microvascular Dysfunction) That Influence Coronary
Fractional

Flow

Reserve

Estimation.

Appl.

Sci.

2022,

12(4281).

https://doi.org/10.3390/app12094281.

2.1 Abstract.
Background. The treatment of coronary stenosis relies on invasive high risk surgical
assessment to generate the fractional flow reserve diagnostics index, a ratio of distal to
proximal pressures in respect of coronary atherosclerotic plaque causing stenosis. Noninvasive methods are therefore a need of the times. This study proposes an extensible
mathematical description of the coronary vasculature that permits rapid estimation of the
coronary fractional flow reserve. Methods. By adapting an existing closed loop model of
human coronary blood flow, the effects of large vessel stenosis and microvascular
disease on fractional flow reserve were quantified. Several simulations generated flow
and pressure information which was used to compute fractional flow reserve under a
spectrum of conditions including focal stenosis, diffuse stenosis, and microvascular
disease. Sensitivity analysis stratified the influence of model parameters on the index.
The model was simulated as coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations and
numerically solved using an implicit higher order method.
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Results. Large vessel stenosis affected fractional flow reserve. The model predicts that
the presence, rather than severity, of microvascular disease affect coronary flow
deleteriously. Sensitivity analysis revealed that heart rate may not affect the index.
Conclusions. The model provides a computationally inexpensive instrument for future in
silico coronary blood flow investigations as well as clinical-imaging decision making. A
combination of focal and diffuse stenosis appears to be essential in reducing the index.
In addition to pressure measurements in the large epicardial vessels, diagnosis of
microvascular disease is essential. The independence of the index with respect to heart
rate suggests that computationally inexpensive steady state simulations may provide
sufficient information to reliably compute the index.

2.2

Introduction.

Clinical relevance of and potential sources of uncertainty in fractional flow reserve
estimation: Coronary vessel severity of the stenosis is clinically quantified using fractional
flow reserve (FFR)44,45. It allows objective clinical decision making especially when
computed tomography subjectively indicates intermediate coronary stenosis. Several
clinical trials have promoted the clinical acceptance of FFR for quantitative
diagnosticss46,47. FFR is clinically measured by determination of the ratio of time averaged
blood flow through a stenosed vessel to that in the same vessel if it were normal48. The
imaging burden on the patient is reduced by using pressure as a surrogate to blood flow,
thereby eliminating the contrast enhanced imaging requirement of the hyperemic patient.
In recent times, non-invasive computed tomography angiography combined with
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become increasing prevalent to estimate FFR,
and aimed at reducing the significant risks associated with invasive pressure wire
measurements49. However, multiple complex physiological processes render uncertainty
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to FFR estimation50. Particularly, the clinical literature suggests that microvascular
dysfunction and stenosis morphology play a significant role in the estimated FFR. In
addition, surgical and pharmacological sensitivity remains limited where adverse events
often occur in critically ill patients such as those with renal failure 51 where diagnostics are
sub-optimal.
A brief overview of coronary FFR modelling to date: The computed tomography
angiography driven computational estimation of FFR is now an advanced technology 52.
Combining imaging with computational fluid dynamics assessment of FFR is known to
increase the specificity of diagnosing lesion specific ischemia 53. It is facilitated by ready
availability of open source advanced scientific platforms37,54–56 including those developed
in house (Virtual Cardiac Physiology Laboratory) 42,57. Typically, computation of FFR
combines an imaging driven generation of 3D coronary anatomical geometry with a model
of coronary physiology to provide boundary conditions including cardiac output, aortic
pressure, and microvascular resistance, together in which appropriate laws of fluid flow
physics simulate coronary hemodynamics. The approach has been deployed to study a
spectrum of processes involving FFR estimation refinement58, interplay among multiple
stenosis complexes

59,

and perioperative treatment assessment60 among several other

applications. Higher order 3D computational modelling is a high performance computing
application and cannot be performed onsite by the clinician. Due to data heterogeneity
resulting in the need to explore parameter spaces61,62, large scale computations remain
unwarranted in a clinical environment. Recent studies demonstrate the applicability of
lumped parameter (0D) modelling. The role of peripheral arterial disease in hypertension
was addressed using a human 0D model43. A detailed whole body human model tested
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the effects of treatments such as hypothermia and exercise on the systemic circulation42.
The debilitating effects of atrial fibrillation on cerebral circulation were illuminated by
Hunter et al.63. However, computationally efficient modelling of coronary blood flow
dynamics remains limited64. It is therefore relevant to make an open source and
extensible lumped parameter model of the coronary circulation.
Study aims: In this work, an existing lumped parameter (0D) model of the coronary
vasculature65 was further developed and used to demonstrate important factors that
regulate FFR. Specifically, the dependence of FFR on the nature of stenosis (focal or
diffuse) and on microvascular status was investigated. Further, a PRCC based sensitivity
analysis66 was performed to stratify the impact of model parameters on FFR. For this
purpose, a 0D modelling approach was found to be suitable as the study’s goal was to
understand coronary flow in the presence of pathological conditions. It can be appreciated
that model identification (personalization), although highly desirable, was not essential in
this theoretical study. As such, the presented model is theoretical in nature using which
a better understanding of pathophysiological processes was prioritized over model
personalization. The model has high manipulability and extensibility.

2.3

Materials and Methods.

Model development: A recent model of the coronary circulation was adapted. It consists
of 16 epicardial coronary artery segments including the left anterior descending (LAD),
left circumflex artery (LCX), right coronary artery (RCA), and several of their clinically
significant daughter segments. The closed loop connectivity of the structured tree network
is illustrated in Figure 9 and the names of all arteries are elaborated in Table 2. Each
artery segment is characterized by the Windkessel time independent parameters that
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consist of a hydraulic resistance (Rn), the inertia to flow of blood represented by an
inductance (Ln), and the elastic capacity of the vessel, Cn28.
Each artery segment entering a capillary bed leading into the venous circulation was
further assumed to experience a microvasculature terminal impedance (𝑍𝑖 ) that was
estimated using a structured tree model by Olufsen30 as,

8 ((2 3 )− ( N +1) − 1)
Zi =
, i = 1,...,9.
 r03 (0.5 −3 − 1)

Equation (8).

1

where 𝛾 = 2−𝜖 and 𝜖 represents the daughter vessel radius taper exponent, 𝜆 is the ratio
of microvascular length to its diameter, and 𝑟0 is the root vessel radius of the structured
tree. 𝑁 represents the number of generations for each structured tree28,30,67. The lumped
coronary system was further developed by incorporating a detailed four chamber heart
description (Figure 9, A)68. For simplicity, this model does not account for the phase
altering effects of cardiac contractility on microvascular coronary flow.
Using the parameters given in Table 2 and Table 3, and microvascular impedances
calculated using Equation 2, pressure at each node of the model (Figure 9, B) was
computed as

𝑑𝑃𝑛 𝑄𝑛 − 𝑄0
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑛

Equation (9).

and the flow through each vessel (resistance) was calculated as

𝑑𝑄𝑛 𝑃𝑛−1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑅𝑛 𝑄𝑛
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑛

Equation (10).

Further, the flow through each of the terminal impedances was calculated as
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𝑑𝑄𝑛 𝑃𝑛−1 − 𝑃𝑛 − 𝑅𝑛 𝑄𝑛
=
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑛

Equation (11).

Figure 9. The modelled lumped parameter coronary vasculature tree network. A.
Closed loop vascular structure including tree network and functional components.
See Table 2 for vessel names. Zi (i = 1 to 9) represent terminal vessel impedances.
Vessels as well as impedances shown in red were used in the simulation
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experiments. B. Typical blood vessel represented by a resistance (Rn), inductance
(Ln), and a capacitance (Cn). Pn-1: vessel inlet pressure; Qn: flow through vessel; Pn:
pressure in vessel; Qo: outlet flow; Pn+1: outlet pressure, or pressure in distal
vessel. C. Symbols used in panels A, B, and elsewhere in this thesis.

Simulation experiments: In all simulations, fractional flow reserve (FFR) was computed
as the average of the ratio of the time dependent distal pressure, Pd (pressure
downstream from stenosis) to the time dependent proximal (aortic) pressure, Pa,
𝑛=𝑀

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙

1
𝑃𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙,𝑛
= ∑
𝑀
𝑃𝑎𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎,𝑛

Equation (12).

𝑛=1

where M represents the total number of fractions over a given time T. Simulations were
designed to explore the effects of stenosis severity in the largest epicardial vessels (either
LAD, LCX, or RCA, see Figure 9) or microvascular disease, or both. A sensitivity analysis
was performed as described below.
Stenosis in three large vessels, namely the left anterior descending artery (LAD), the left
circumflex artery (LCX), and the right coronary artery (RCA), was investigated.
Simulations were performed by imposing focal or diffuse stenosis in a given large vessel.
To simulate focal stenosis, the blood vessel was divided into two and its biophysical
parameters (Table 2) were revised using
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𝑅𝑠 = 𝑅0 𝛼 −2
𝐶𝑠 =

3
𝐶0 𝛼 2

Equation (13).

𝐿𝑠 = 𝐿0 𝛼 −1
where the stenosis severity, a , is given by the parameter

𝛼=

𝐴𝑠
𝐴0

Equation (14).

which is always between 0 and 1 by definition. As and A0 are the area of the stenosed
blood vessel and area of same blood vessel when healthy, respectfully.
To simulate diffuse stenosis extended through a certain length percentage 𝑥𝑠 (0 ≤ 𝑥𝑠 ≤
1) of a vessel, the revised parameters were calculated as

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑠 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑅0 (1 − 𝑥𝑠 )
𝐶 = 𝐶𝑥 𝑥𝑠 + 𝐶0 (1 − 𝑥𝑠 )

Equation (15).

𝐿 = 𝐿𝑥 𝑥𝑠 + 𝐿0 (1 − 𝑥𝑠 )
and used in Equations 8-10.
Microvascular disease was simulated by decreasing the terminal vessel radius by a
predefined amount in all terminals. In this model, radius regulated microvascular
impedance was increased by decreasing the 𝜖 in Equation 2’s  parameter.
Sensitivity analysis: Sensitivity of multiple model parameters including stenosis lengths,
focal stenosis severity, heart rate, terminal vessel impedances, microvascular vessel
taper parameter (), and number of downstream vasculature generations to FFR was
computed. To do so, we used our implementation of partial ranked correlation coefficients
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(PRCC)42,69. The coefficients were used to rank the parameters in descending order of
significance, and the most relevant results reported.
Numerical methods: The model is a system of 36 coupled stiff ordinary differential
equations. Pressures and flows were computed as state variables according to governing
ordinary differential equations, Equations 2 to 4 for each vessel. The system was solved
using our robust implicit solver available in our simulation software43,70. The method used
in the solver is based on implicit backward difference formulae that provides O(dt6)
accuracy. A maximum user time step of 0.005 s gave stable solutions which remained
unaffected when the maximum time step was halved and doubled. Each instance
generated 500 s of simulated dynamics from which the final 10 s of activity were used to
generate results. Simulations were performed on local and national clusters. Each
instance of the model is a serial run that took 15 seconds. To construct results in the
presented work, a large number of model instances (106) for predefined values of
physiologically relevant parameters were executed within 4 hours using 48 processors.
The trivially parallel simulations were performed using GNU Utilities. The simulation
outputs were post-processed using a combination of UNIX and MATLAB scripts.
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Table 2. Model parameter values. See Figure 9 for vessel connectivity. The rows
are color coded to suggest the major epicardial coronaries, either LAD, LCX, or
RCA.
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Vessel

R

C

name

(mmHg-

(ml/mmHg (mmHg-

s/ml)

x 10-3)

s2/ml)

LMCA

0.2299

2.9

0.00228

LAD

0.4662

1.6

0.0298

LAD1

0.5729

1.6

0.0342

LAD2

1.7077

3.4

0.0916

LAD3

3.7484

1.3

0.1115

LAD4

3.2930

0.4

0.0716

LCX

0.3929

1.2

0.0241

LCX1

0.4730

0.7

0.0231

LCX2

1.0264

0.7

0.0380

LCX3

3.2342

1.1

0.0944

MARG1 1.7351

1.2

0.0655

MARG2 2.9195

0.8

0.0787

MARG3 3.0683

1

0.0896

RCA

1.8302

6.3

0.1171

PLA

2.4412

1.1

0.0799

PDA

1.2571

1.8

0.0596
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Table 3. Parameters used to compute microvascular impedances.
Z

Root vessel radius, r0

N.

(mm).

Control Z values
(mmHg-s/ml).

Z1

PDA

0.108

19

134.100

Z2

PLA

0.130

20

083.710

Z3

LAD1

0.146

20

059.095

Z4

LAD3

0.103

19

154.592

Z5

LAD4

0.088

18

227.185

Z6

MARG1

0.116

19

108.224

Z7

MARG2

0.098

19

179.482

Z8

MARG3

0.102

19

159.184

Z9

LCX3

0.102

19

159.184

Legend. Z: terminal impedance; N: number of generations in microvasculature.

2.4

Results.

Model FFR during the cardiac cycle: Time dependent FFR in the three major coronary
arteries (LAD, LCX, and RCA) under predefined large vessel stenosis and microvascular
disease is illustrated in Figure 10. The control simulation (Figure 10, top row) devoid of
stenosis or microvascular disease shows that FFR is high (more than 0.8) during the
complete cardiac cycle in all three vessels. Due to flow distribution from the aorta to the
smaller coronary network, the time dependent FFR was seen to reduce during systole.
The time dependent FFR when either LAD, LCX, or RCA were focally stenosed by 90%
is shown in Figure 10, middle row. When there was a full vessel length stenosis the FFR
values reduced to 0.56 for the LAD, 0.52 for the LCX, and 0.5 for the RCA. Whereas the
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overall FFR was observed to reduce significantly in all three simulations, large vessel
stenosis led to minimal FFR during the cardiac cycle’s diastole. Simulated microvascular
disease, simulated by augmenting all terminal impedances by 50% ( = 2.55, a reduction
of  increases impedance, Z), led to amplifying the difference between the aortic and
respective distal pressures and gave a minimal FFR estimate during the systole (Figure
10, bottom row). When microvascular disease was simulated the maximum time
dependent FFR value was calculated to be 1 and minimum to be 0.7 in all three blood
vessels.

Figure 10: Pressure profiles and FFR in the LAD (column A), LCX (column B), and
RCA (column C). In all columns, top row shows non stenosed model behavior,
second row shows the result of focal stenosis (𝜶 = 𝟗𝟎%), and third row shows the
result of downstream microvascular disease in the absence of focal stenosis (  =
𝟏𝟎𝟎%; 𝝐 = 𝟐. 𝟑𝟑). In all panels, black lines and axis represent aortic pressure
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(proximal pressure) while red lines and axis represent the pressure of vessel of
interest (distal pressure). Time dependent FFR is shown as orange dashed lines.

The coronary flow in the control coronary model (Figure 11, top row) and its reduction
due to focal stenosis (Figure 11, middle row), and microvascular disease (Figure 11,
bottom row) was computed. Relative to the control case (Figure 11, top row), focal
stenosis (Figure 11, second row) restricted flow significantly in all 3 blood vessels. When
microvascular disease was implemented, the maximum flow and overall flow in the
network decreased. Further, the impact of individual artery resistances, inertances, and
compliances were blunted as reflected in the flow profiles (Figure 11, bottom row).

Figure 11. Flow profiles in the LAD (column A), LCX (column B), and RCA (column
C). In all columns, top row shows non-stenosed (control) model flow, second row
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shows flow under focal stenosis (𝛼 = 90%) and the third row shows the flow under
microvascular disease in the absence of focal stenosis ( = 100%; 𝜖 = 2.33).

Focal and diffuse stenosis interplay: The dependence of average flow (flow), maximum
flow, and FFR on simultaneous presence of reduced vessel diameters (focal stenosis)
and diffuse stenosis (reduction of diameters along a predefined length) were quantified
(Figure 12). In all vessels, the detrimental effects of stenosis on flow (Figure 12, top
row) and maximum flow (Figure 12, middle row) were impacted by the severity of focal
stenosis (horizontal axis) to a greater extent than the severity of diffuse stenosis (vertical
axis). Progressive focal stenosis alone was found to minimally impact the estimated FFR
(Figure 12, bottom row) due to the model formulation (see above). As such, a reduction
of FFR was observed when the stenosis was diffuse to a certain extent. Conversely,
diffuse stenosis in the absence of focal stenosis (vertical axis in Figure 12) also did not
reduce FFR. Progressive focal stenosis in the RCA caused the largest reduction of FFR
(Figure 12, third row) as compared to focal stenosis in the LAD and LCX in the presented
model. In the presented model, the RCA was more susceptible to FFR reduction due to
stenosis in comparison to the LAD and LCX. Simultaneous presence of focal and diffuse
stenosis caused the most severe reduction of FFR in the RCA, followed by in the LAD
and LCX.
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Figure 12. Dependence of flow rate (top row), maximum flow (middle row), and
mean FFR (bottom row) on stenosis length (vertical axis, all panels) and vessel
diameter (horizontal axis, all panels). Columns A, B, and C show LAD, LCX, and
RCA results respectively. The black line in the bottom row demarcates the FFR =
0.8 threshold.

Role of microvascular disease in the modelled FFR: The average flow (flow), maximum
flow, and FFR values of simultaneous focal stenosis and microvascular disease are
shown in Figure 13. Microvascular disease was simulated by varying the daughter
vessel’s radius taper exponent 𝜖 (Equation 8) from 2.76 (0% microvascular disease,
control) to 2.33 (100% microvascular disease)71. At diameter reductions below 70%, the
flow in each blood vessel (Figure 13, top row) is significantly restricted by up to half of
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the control flow with the increase in severity of microvascular disease. At similar diameter
reductions in the LAD and LCX however, the peak reduction in max flow values (near 0.5
of the control values) occur at 50% microvascular disease and returns to near control
values at maximal microvascular disease. At diameter reductions above 80%,
microvascular exacerbates the effect of the stenosis on FFR values. However, an almost
unique value of diameter reduction for each, LAD, LCX, and RCA, was observed to
characterize a clinically significant FFR transition to below 0.8 in the presence of an
arbitrary severity microvascular disease. While the diameter reduction was 0.7 for LAD
and LCX, it was seen to be a much lower 0.55 in case of the RCA.

Figure 13. Dependence of flow rate (top row), maximum flow (middle row), and
mean FFR (bottom row) on microvascular resistance increase (microvascular
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disease, vertical axis in all panels) and vessel diameter (horizontal axis, all panels).
Columns A, B, and C show LAD, LCX, and RCA results respectively. The black line
in the bottom row demarcates the FFR = 0.8 threshold.

Sensitivity analysis to stratify FFR impacting parameters: The results of the sensitivity
analysis are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. The histograms of FFR values obtained
during the PRCC calculation are shown in Figure 14. As can be seen, the model did not
produce any instances with FFR less than 0.3 due to the ranges of parameters
considered. The model appears to produce FFR values centered around 0.54. Further, in
all 3 coronaries the FFR values appear to be distributed in a left skewed Gaussian
manner.
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Figure 14. Histograms of FFR obtained from PRCC simulations (see Figure 7).
Panel A shows the data for LAD, panel B for LCX, and panel C for RCA.

The sensitivity analysis generated PRCC coefficients are shown in Figure 15. The heart
rate (HR) is the most impactful model parameter regulating the FFR. Consistently, focal
stenosis (fs) is also a significant regulator of PRCC. Both HR and fs negatively regulate
FFR. Diffuse stenosis (ds) and the right ventricular systolic elastance (E sys,rv) also
negatively regulate FFR. The microvascular parameters (microvascular root radius r0, and
tapering factor ) also affect FFR according to our sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 15. PRCC sensitivity of FFR to model control parameters. In all panels, the
sensitivity of FFR to the six most relevant parameters are shown. Panel A shows
the PRCC for LAD, panel B for the LCX, and panel C for the RCA. In all panels, HR:
heart rate; fs: focal stenosis; ds: diffuse stenosis; r0: root radius of microvascular
bed; Zi: microvascular impedance; : microvasculature taper exponent; and Esys, rv:
systolic elastance of the right ventricle.

2.5

Limitations and Future Directions.

Further development of the presented model will lead to its clinical applicability. Whereas
a detailed heart model72,73 was incorporated into the lumped parameter description 65, the
simulated aortic root inflow to the coronary vasculature remains generic. Upon availability,
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patient specific aortic root blood flow profiles will alleviate the limitation. In a similar
manner, the vessel parameters and microvascular impedances were summarized from
the literature28,65. Patient specific model identification will increase the applicability of the
model and reduce its prediction uncertainty. The inclusion of vessel specific
biomechanical properties and inclusion of a reactive vascular tone module 69,74,75 is
expected to allow simulation of clinical parameters such as pulse wave velocities and
residence times76–80. The inclusion of autoregulatory processes will further assist to make
the model’s FFR estimates quantitatively reliable81.
Although the model is theoretical in nature, the presented results will guide our future
work. As such, the findings of the study remain informative for deeper lumper parameter
modelling and will inform our spatially extended modelling.

2.6

Conclusions and Discussion.

Focal and diffuse coronary stenosis were both observed to modulate FFR (Figure 12).
As our results indicate, the diffuse nature of stenosis may reduce coronary blood flow
greater than diameter reduction alone (thesis hypothesis H2). However, our simulations
indicate that FFR estimation must consider other conditions such as microvascular
disease, both of which are routinely diagnosed among patients using non-invasive
techniques. Furthermore, it appears that blood flow to the right ventricle is more severely
affected due to the extra-coronary and RCA stenosis conditions (Figure 12 and Figure
13). Novel imaging protocols that account for cardiac chamber to chamber diastole will
fortify further refinement of the diagnostic instrument.
As seen in Figure 12, focal as well as diffuse stenosis reduces FFR relative to the control
case. However, it can also be seen that extra-coronary conditions such as microvascular
disease also affect FFR estimates (thesis hypothesis H1). It is therefore clear that
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consideration of the effects of co-morbidities is essential in FFR estimation. The result
also indicates that our approach is suitable for ranking the severity of co-morbidities.
Specially, Figure 11, indicates that microvascular disease alone does affect FFR
estimation (see definition of FFR). Furthermore, the left and right heart’s coronary are
affected differentially. Whereas imaging studies are optimized to provide information
regarding left coronaries, the model suggests that the right coronaries should also be
considered. Our model suggests that stenosis may not be an exclusive focal or diffuse
phenomenon. As Figure 12 shows, consideration of a combination of the two natures of
stenosis is essential, especially in our future higher dimensional modelling. In future
studies, the 0D models in this detailed investigation will be useful as boundary conditions
to 3D model computational fluid dynamics82. In addition to detailed geometry, Figure 12
indicates that a priori knowledge of microvascular health status will permit 3D models to
provide better FFR estimates. Within the confines of the presented model, the sensitivity
analysis (Figure 15) suggests that heart function such as heart rate and systolic heart
elastances are also regulators of FFR (thesis hypothesis H3).
Data availability. The codes to reproduce results of Chapter 2 are available from:
https://github.com/mccsssk2/HumanCirculationModel2022_MDPI
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Chapter 3. Image processing to generate
computational coronary geometries.
3.1

Description of coronary CT data from the Lee lab.

Coronary CT imaging data was obtained from Prof. Ting-Yim Lee’s laboratory83
(https://www.lawsonimaging.ca/imaging/user/19)

to

generate

ten

computational

geometries (Figure 16). The Lee lab are specialists in clinical imaging with a vision to
reduce radiation exposure while improving image quality. For the purposes of this study,
ten swine coronary CT image stacks were obtained. The Lee lab acquired the data
between 2016 and 2020. The data were acquired on the CT scanners in St. Joseph’s
Hospital, London, Ontario. The CT scanners have a bore size of 72 cm, a coverage of 4
cm, use 80kW of power, and have a rotation speed of up to 0.35 sec. The CT images are
in DICOM format. Each of the 2D images are stored as 512 (x) X 512 (y) pixel files. The
data are stored as 16-bit grayscale. The in plane resolution of the 2D images is 0.4883
mm (x) X 0.4883 mm (y). The inter slice distance is 0.625 mm. The data are stored by the
Lee lab in their large storage which were made available for this study upon reasonable
request. The data were thoroughly anonymized for patient information, referring physician
identity, operator identity, and all other sensitive identity information. Representative
slices from the data are shown in Figure 17. These are the images that were segmented
to generate computational geometries.

3.2

Semi-automatic segmentation.

Modelling technology to generate solid models from imaging has developed previously84.
This has motivated the intention of creating software and tools for better visualization and
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operations to be performed. In this thesis, a tool called the Visualization Tool Kit (VTK)
was combined with a imaging to model pipeline called SimVascular to develop the
geometric models37. The process is pictorially summarized in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Summary of pipeline to generate geometries. CT image visualization: the
images are visualized using scientific visualization software MITK-VTK, which
provides the basis for semi-automatic user segmentation. Path planning: the
platform generates a smooth vessel path based on user provided fiducial points.
Segmentation: the user draws circles around cross sections using fiducial points
along each vessel. Solid modelling: the paths and segmentations are combined to
generate vessel surfaces and volumes. Meshing: the surfaces and volumes are
both meshed as finite element meshes. Simulation: after applying appropriate
boundary conditions, blood flow in the model is simulated.
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The pipeline followed in this thesis to generate the 3D models for simulation begin with
computerized tomography (CT) images of the thoracic region of the body. These image
stacks are imported into a graphical software (Figure 16, A) and a volume visualization
is rendered to identify the anatomy of the coronary vasculature. Once arteries are
identified, each of their centrelines is obtained by user defined fiducial points (Figure 16,
i) and functions built in the software (Figure 16, B). Using these features, the vessels
were segmented and geometric models generated. The reconstructed models provide
the necessary geometric properties to construct a finite element mesh that can then be
used to conduct hemodynamic simulations.
The process of creating geometric models of the coronary vasculature from CT images
involves the use of multiple software. The main application used in this process is
SimVascular37 which provides the necessary tools to graphically visualize each step of
the pipeline.
3.2.1

Imaging Visualization.

The datasets used in this thesis are a set of data format for CT images specified by the
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) standard stacks 85. The
images are taken through the axial plane of the subject and covers most of the thoracic
region. A brief sequence of images from a representative dataset are shown in Figure
17.
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Figure 17. Representative slices from the axial planes from an imaging dataset.
Numbers in the top right corner correspond to the slice number from our dataset.
The 16-bit grayscale images were visualized using an appropriate color mapping
scheme for the reader. All slices show the myocardial walls, the spine, the
abdominal cavity, as well as the coronary vessels.

3.2.2

Extracting of center lines from CT data.

With the images and different plane views (axial, sagittal, coronal), the paths of the center
lines of each vessel of interest needs to be obtained. The paths to be created determine
where the segmentations will be performed. It is important that the path covers the
distance of the entire vessel of interest and vessel paths intersect if they are connected.
The paths are generated by using control (also called user defined fiducial points) and
path points Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Control points (user defined fiducial points) of the vessel and path
points. The user defines control points (left) of the vessel centrelines by visual
inspection. The segmentation software provides path points (right) using
algorithms based on Bezier curve fitting.

Control points are the ordered set of points the user has to indicate whereas path points
are the vessel centreline locations obtained using spline based calculations.
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Figure 19. Path points obtained from a dataset. The inset shows one control point
identified by the user. The software extends these control points to generate
multiple path points shown in the main figure that track individual blood vessels.

3.2.3

Blood vessel lumen segmentation.

The goal of image segmentation is to identify 2D structures or objects. In this thesis,
segmentation’s purpose is to find the vessel lumens using the paths previously obtained.
For all model segmentation, the process was performed twice to ensure sufficient
accuracy and detail from the imaging to model pipeline.
An example of the segmentations obtained for an aorta is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Example aorta segmentation. The blue points represent the determined
path points along the vessel. The user drawn segmentations are shown as green
closed contours. A generic contour with the user defined fiducial points in shown
in red.

The path is used to help generate perpendicular plane that is used to create the lumen
segmentation. Figure 20 shows a generic segmentation using the perpendicular plane to
the path. While this can be done manually, this process is also semi-automated through
the help of threshold methods and automated machine learning methods. The 3D level
set method was used to help generate segmentation surfaces for the coronary arteries
often as they were difficult to segment using the standard approach. The level set method
is a mathematical framework used to represent implicit deformable surfaces described by
a 3D image volume, the level set function, evolving in time. The geometry of the
segmentation surface is defined by the zero is level of the level set function. The final
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surface will be located at the regions corresponding to the steepest change (gradient
magnitude) of image intensity.
The path is used to help generate perpendicular plane that is used to create the lumen
segmentation. Figure 21 shows a segmentation using the perpendicular plane to the path.

Figure 21. Segmentation of a DICOM image. In CT imaging, the contrast agents in
the blood gives a signal that shows up in each DICOM image. The signal can be
used to identify vessel lumen and its surface as indicated by the closed red
contour. The red contour is generated by the software using the user provided
fiducial points shown in green. The red contour in this figure corresponds to the
red contour in Figure 20.

While this can be done manually, this process is also semi-automated through the help
of threshold methods and automated machine learning methods. The 3D level set method
was used to help generate segmentation surfaces for the coronary arteries often as they
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were difficult to segment using the standard approach. The level set method is a
mathematical framework used to represent implicit deformable surfaces described by a
3D image volume, the level set function, evolving in time. The geometry of the
segmentation surface is defined by the zero iso level of the level set function. The final
surface will be located at the regions corresponding to the steepest change (gradient
magnitude) of image intensity.
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3.2.4

Construction of 1D geometries using tracked center lines and segmented
blood vessel lumens.

The 1D structure is based on a set of nodes representing the vessels of interest. An
example of the programmed SWC files used in this thesis is:
1

3

100.0

100.0

100.0

1.24

-1

2

3

110.0

100.0

100.0

1.24

1

3

3

125.0

110.0

105.0

1.27

2

4

3

125.0

90.0

106.6

1.24

2

5

3

130.0

115.0

100.0

1.00

3

6

3

150.0

120.0

105.0

0.90

3

7

3

130.0

95.0

107.5

1.10

4

8

3

140.0

100.0

95.0

1.07

4

9

3

140.0

115.0

100.0

0.90

5

The first column represents the node number. In the SWC standard, the numbering starts
from 1 and ends at the last node n. This numbering may need to be modified to go from
0 to n-1 when generating PM3SV scripts and use in languages such as Python (v3.6). In
the SWC standard, all distances are presented in CGS units. The second column is a
material property that was not used in this thesis. The third column is the x coordinate of
the node (cm), while the fourth and fifth column are the y and z column of the node,
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respectively. The sixth column is the radius at the node. The seventh column is the parent
node number. Each node has exactly one parent. A node either has one daughter, 2
daughters, or no daughters. When a node has no daughters, it is a terminal in the
geometry. For example, node 9 is a terminal in the above SWC. In particular, the parent
of the starting node, also called the root node, is assigned a standardized value of -1. The
example SWC file was used to generate an arbitrary geometry, and the geometry was
used to perform a simple representative simulation (see Figure 22). The SWC file can be
extended to incorporate information such as multiple parents, bifurcation angles, and
metrics such as distance of node from special locations such as aortic root.

Figure 22. 1D geometry constructed using the example SWC data given on the
previous page. Individual vessels are color coded using radius (cm).
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3.3

3D Finite element meshing.

The reliability and accuracy of fluid simulation is a strong function of high quality meshes.
It is important to produce high quality meshes but to have acceptable accuracy, the mesh
resolution would have excessive computational demands. Moreover, many physical
problems of interest, especially in the field of fluid mechanics, involve directional solution
features, for example, boundary layers which form near the walls in viscous flows or shock
waves in high-speed flows.
In this thesis, the models created from segmentations are used to discretization using
finite elements. The vascular walls of the blood vessels were discretized using triangular
elements. The intra-vascular lumen was discretized using tetrahedral elements. The
implementation of this meshing follows from work done by Sahni et al86.

Figure 23. Vessel contours (color coded) and solid model (gray).
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Chapter 4. Use of generated geometry in limited
blood-flow simulations.
This chapter used the imaging data driven geometries to develop hemodynamic models
of ten subjects. The following subsections consist of boundary conditions, followed by
presentation of available 1D simulation results after which the 3D results are presented.

4.1

Boundary Conditions.

4.1.1

Aortic inflow boundary condition.

In all models, the inlet boundary conditions were imposed as transient left ventricular
pressure. The left ventricular pressure profiles were obtained from the Haemod
repository87. The repository offers left ventricular pressure profiles at three different heart
rates and in a range of systolic and diastolic pressures. In addition, a previous model from
our laboratory43 was also used to generate customized left ventricular pressure profiles.
At each heart rate, six profiles from the profile were adopted in this study. As in the lumped
parameter model presented in chapter 2, the spatially extended models presume
centimeters-grams-seconds (CGS) units. Therefore, pressure in units of mmHg was
converted to CGS units using a conversion factor of 1333.2. A representative left
ventricular pressure profile is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Representative left ventricular pressure profile from our previous study
at a heart period of 0.83 s. The diastolic pressure is 26660 mPa and the systolic
pressure is 181288 mPa. The conversion factor from mPa to mmHg is a factor
1.0/1333.2 mmHg/mPa .

4.1.2

Aortic outflow boundary condition.

The aortic outlet boundary conditions were modelled using a resistance-capacitanceresistance (RCR) Windkessel element. Model specific values using the geometries were
estimated. In the Windkessel element, the first resistor Rp represents the proximal
vasculature resistance, the capacitor C represents the vessel elasticity, and the second
resistor Rd represents the microvasculature resistance. The RCR Windkessel element
used in this study is illustrated in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Resistor-Capacitor-Resistor (RCR) Windkessel unit used to represent
the boundary condition for aortic outflow. The red tube represents a large vessel
terminal through which the boundary condition receives a flow of Q. The arteriolar
resistance is represented by Rp. Microvascular capacitance and resistance are
represented by C and Rd respectively.

The elements that compose this model are the proximal resistance R p, modeling the
viscous resistance of the arterial vasculature just downstream of the model, a capacitor
C which models the vessel compliance of all downstream vasculature, and the distal
resistance Rd that models the resistance of the downstream capillaries and venous
circulation. The terminal (total) resistance R t is then a sum of both resistances:
Equation (16).

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑅𝑝 + 𝑅𝑑
The value of Rt is calculated by
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𝑅𝑡 =

Equation (17).

𝑃
𝑄

where 𝑃 is the mean pressure in dyne/cm2 and Q is the cardiac output in cm3/s. The 𝑃
and the 𝑄

were obtained from Kharche et al 39. The proximal resistance Rp is

approximately 9% of 𝑅𝑡 84–86. The distal resistance Rd is approximately 91% of 𝑅𝑡 . The
capacitor in the RCR element representing the compliance of the blood vessel, modulates
the amplitude of the pressure wave in the aorta, with increase values of capacitance
translating to smaller amplitudes. As such, the aortic compliance value is tuned to allow
for a systolic pressure of 120 mmHg and a diastolic pressure of 80mmHg. The baseline
value is started at 0.001cm5/dyne and adjusted iteratively to obtain 120/80 aortic pressure
range.
4.1.3

Coronary outflow boundary condition.

The boundary conditions for each of the coronary artery terminals is modelled using
RaCaRa-microCimRd Windkessel element (Figure 26). In addition to the resistances and
capacitances, either the left ventricular pressure or the right ventricular pressure is also
applied to mimic the cardiac contraction.
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Figure 26. Components of coronary outflow boundary conditions consisting of
proximal resistance Ra, arterial microvascular resistance Ra-micro, venous
microvascular resistance Rv-micro, arterial compliance Ca, and microvascular
compliance Ca-micro used in spatially extended modelling.

Where Ra is the arterial resistance, Ra-micro is the microcirculation resistance, Rv-micro is the
coronary venous microcirculation resistance, R v is the venous resistance Ca is the
coronary arterial compliance, Cim is the coronary myocardial compliance, and Pim is the
time-varying intramyocardial pressure. To calculate the time varying intramyocardial
pressure, the ventricular pressure signal (left or right as required) was used91,92.
The total coronary resistance Rcor was taken to be 24 times that of the systemic vascular
resistance, Rd, computed above91,92. In each geometry, the cross sectional area, Ai, of
each terminal was calculated. Using the cross sectional areas, each terminal was
assigned a resistance as follows:

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟,𝑗 =

∑𝑗 𝐴𝑗1.3
𝐴1.3
𝑖

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟

Equation (18)

Using Rcor,i, Ra, Ramicro, and Rv, were assigned following values:
done by Sankaran et al., where
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Ra = 0.32 × Rcor;
Ra,micro = 0.52 × Rcor;

Equation (19)

Rv,micro = 0.16 ×Rcor;
Next, the capacitances for each coronary vessel were estimated. To do so, a total left
coronary compliance of 3.6 x 10-5 cm5/dyne (Ccor,L) was assumed, while a right coronary
total compliance of 2.5 x 10-5 cm5/dyne (Ccor,R) was assumed. Using the left or right total
compliances, each terminal was assigned a compliance C cor,i as
𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑟,𝑖 =

𝐴𝑖
𝐶
∑𝑗 𝐴𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑟,{𝐿,𝑅}

Equation (20)

Ca is 11% of Ccor,i for each terminal, while Ca-micro is 89% of Ccor,i.
An alternate method to calculate these parameters is to first estimate that 4% of cardiac
output is supplies the coronary arteries93 while the remaining blood flows through the
thoracic aorta. As the coronary arteries and aorta are in parallel, we have:

1
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

=

1
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟

+

1
𝑅𝑎𝑜

Equation (21)

We describe the flow split between the aorta and coronary arteries as:

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑟 = 𝛽𝑄𝑎𝑜

Equation (22)

where 𝛽 is 0.04. Combining these two equations, we obtain the following two equations:

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟 =

1+𝛽
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝛽

Equation (23)

𝑅𝑎𝑜 = (1 + 𝛽 )𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
The flow split 𝛾 to the left and right coronary arteries obtain the equations:
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Equation (24)

𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝛾=
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑟

𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡

𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑟

𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡

= 𝛾𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟

We choose a 70%-30% flow split between the left main coronary artery and right main
coronary artery based on literature90.
Extending these equations further:
𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟 =

1+𝛾
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟
𝛾
Equation (25)

𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟
4.2

= (1 + 𝛾 )𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑟

Visual observation of radius.

The radii of coronary vessel in each network were examined similar to a clinical
assessment. The radii in each of four coronary geometries are shown in Figure 27. In
Figure 27, the capital “X” marks the locations where the radius is smaller than its
immediate proximal and distal radii. In addition to stenosed coronaries, other pathological
changes of radius were also observed. In Figure 25, Model 0, there is a sudden reduction
in radius which is likely to promote hemodynamic instability. Focal stenosis can also be
observed in Model 2 by the sudden reduction in radius. In Model 1 and Model 4, the
prolonged reduction in radii in indicated locations followed by an increase to prior
measurements suggests the presence of diffuse stenosis in the vessel. Through
observation of Model 3, diffuse nor focal stenosis cannot be identified from radii alone.
This suggests further investigation through blood flow simulation may be required to
identify an occlusion.
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Figure 27. Coronary vessel radius in each of geometries 0 through 4. On each row,
radius is plotted as a function of node number (left panel) and shown in a 3D
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diagram (right panel). These representations may assist the user to identify a
stenosis location. Locations of abnormal radius are marked as X in each panel
where the user might expect unusual coronary flow behavior.

4.3

Hemodynamic 1D simulation.

Using the generated geometries and established boundary conditions, simple steady
state simulations can be performed. An example of one 1D simulation is shown in Figure
28. Whereas Panel A shows the generated geometry (section 3), Panel B displays the
1D structure and corresponding FFR from a 1D steady state simulation.

Figure 28. Steady state simulation for a 1D geometry. Panel A is the imaging driven
construction of the 3D geometry. Panel B shows the estimated FFR.
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Chapter 5. Discussion and Conclusions.
This thesis presented a mathematical model of the coronary vasculature capable of
providing insights into coronary pathophysiology. The workflow that generated higher
dimensional computational geometries from coronary CT imaging was also delivered.

5.1

Discussion of lumped parameter model findings.

A biophysical study of coronary hemodynamics is essential to gain deeper understanding
of the underlying pathophysiology in the hope that the knowledge may lead to effective
treatments. In line with the current worldwide focus of personalized medicine, biophysical
studies may provide indication on how to do so. Prior to animal experiments and clinical
trials, mathematical modelling is the most cost-effective start of an effective
personalization process. Building on extant knowledge, this thesis further developed a
coronary vasculature model and used it to investigate factors that affect FFR.
Judd and Mates95 were one of the first to develop a simple model from experimental
patient data that unveiled the out of phase nature of coronary flow with respect to the rest
of the cardiovascular system. Their results suggest that the systolic decrease of coronary
flow was impeded by some form of pressure rather than a transient increase in coronary
resistance. The phenomenon has since been demonstrated in animal models by several
researchers96,97. In another study, Pietrabissa et al28 developed a model to investigate
the hemodynamics in coronary arteries before and after surgical bypass procedures. The
approach of confirming surgery efficacy by computationally testing perioperative
hemodynamic stability may become routine clinical practice 98. Further, the coronarymyocardium interaction mechanisms have been amply demonstrated in the experimentalmodelling study in the Kassab group 99. Shim et al100 coupled a full body cardiovascular
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system lumped parameter model to a local model of the coronary circulation and
investigated the effects of introducing stenosis within an artery. Their findings showed
that the coupling of the systems provide boundary conditions that slightly augment the
predicted drop in flow rate through stenosed arteries. Duanmu et al29 developed a lumped
parameter representation of the coronary vasculature from patient CT image data coupled
to a simple systemic circulation system. Their inclusion of head loss at the inlets of
coronary vessels, where sudden changes in diameter occur, showed to significantly
improve the accuracy of their pressure and flow profiles. In addition, they imposed
stenoses in their models and computed FFR through stenoses. Their study demonstrated
the value of the lumped parameter approach without recourse to time and resource
consuming higher order models. Similar to the presented studies, modern models provide
into the physiological mechanisms involved in routine clinical testing. For instance,
Arthurs et al.101 demonstrated the role of metabolic feedback and adergenic feedforward
mechanisms on coronary flow during exercise testing. With each development of lumped
parameter models for coronary vasculature, the value of computationally efficient models
is becoming more apparent.
The work in this thesis investigated the effects of varying stenosis severity (structure) and
microvascular dysfunction (function) on FFR estimation. We further developed a model
of the coronary vasculature by coupling it to a full body human circulation model 42 and
including a detailed description of the coronary microvasculature 30. We investigated focal
stenosis severity (reduction in diameter) and diffuse stenosis severity (length of stenosis
through the blood vessel. Our findings showed that the detrimental effects on flow and
maximum flow were most impacted by the severity of focal stenosis relative to the severity
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of diffuse stenosis. Although diffuse stenosis resulted in a decrease in flow through the
coronaries, clinically significant FFR to indicate the need for intervention was only
apparent with a large reduction in diameter. A previous investigation into the importance
of diffuse coronary atherosclerosis in the absence of focal stenosis showed that while
diffuse stenosis is generally considered non-flow limiting, it results in a continuous gradual
drop in pressure along the arterial length102. This graded resistance to flow can promote
myocardial ischemia and the absence of a low FFR as shown in our results should be
taken into consideration for clinical decision making.
For patients with severe focal stenosis, lumped parameter models are an effective tool in
estimating FFR and aiding clinical decision. However, the effects of microvascular
disease on FFR have not been investigated despite studies calling for the necessity of
incorporating microvascular status in the interpretation of FFR 103.

5.2

Discussion of image processing to generate geometry.

The reverse engineering process of generating spatially extended models from imaging
data has allowed for in silico investigations into the underlying physiological processes of
arterial vasculature and circulation. This multi-dimensional and multi-disciplinary
approach presents theoretical modelling as a high utility technique to aid in clinical
decision making.
Although there are various pipelines to generate imaging based models, a challenge in
all methods is the bottleneck of building patient specific models. In addition to the
accuracy of these models and the ease of their generation, a critical component of these
tools’ utility for clinical decision making is the timely generation of results made readily
available104.
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The image processing used in this thesis is inspired the technique introduced by Wang
et al in 1999105. This technique improved upon the method of using image level threshold
for segmentation by allowing for an operator to construct the segmentation of 2D images
from a 3D stack. The 2D images are generated by extracting perpendicular cross sections
oriented along a vessel path. Although this method allows for the generation of spatially
extended models ready for computational fluid dynamic simulations, it is flawed by the
described time taken to process and the inter-operator variability.
The revolutionary advantage of machine learning and artificial intelligence has presented
a valuable tool that can aid in alleviating the bottleneck of segmentation in generating
patient specific models. Significant development in recent years on machine learning
investigations show promise of techniques to improve generation of image-based models
through time and accuracy.
Although many methods have been developed to extract centrelines from imaging
data106–109, they all require assistance from an operator to ensure accuracy and relevance
of extracted vessels.
Cheung et al110 proposed a fully automated machine learning model to segment the aorta
and coronary arteries. The performance of their proposed model showed high accuracy
and comparable to existing models. The value of their model however, is their lack of
requiring high algorithmic and graphical processing units, allowing for use in hospital
settings.

5.3

A discussion of spatially extended (1D and 3D) modelling of

fractional flow reserve and its applications.
Current practice of combining CCTA with CFD necessitates the development of reliable
spatially extended (1D and 3D) models of coronary hemodynamics. The computation of
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coronary flow and pressure is enabled by quality of the CT image, a knowledge of cardiac
output and aortic pressure, and of microvascular health status 111. In the absence of
complete observations an uncertainty quantification of the boundary conditions and
geometry becomes essential112. The manner in which subject specific (patient specific)
model parameters can be estimated has been demonstrated by Kim et al. and others 92,113.
The nature of coronary arterial 3D structure that feeds specific myocardial perfusion
distribution using steady state flow was explored by the McIntyre group114. The
relationship between common clinical metrics such as cardiac output, ECG, heart rate to
coronary hemodynamics has been demonstrated using 3D modelling 115. A large number
of clinical trials have been performed to validate existing FFR CT estimation116. The most
straightforward application of FFRCT being to assess an isolated lesion’s severity, a
grading of complex lesion’s is an obvious extension 59. Studies have validated their 3D
CFD simulators using 3D printed geometries 117. A significant benefit of computer
modelling is that it may provide physiological insights into the hemodynamic phenomena
that underlie coronary events. Clinically, patients present with a spectrum of conditions
such as hypertension, arrhythmia, and ischemia. In addition, they undergo stress testing
such as tilting of the head, exercise, and adenosine that mimics exercise. Simulating
coronary flow has been used to demonstrate the differences in blood flow velocity and
wall shear stress under normal and pathological conditions 118. The relationship between
coronary blood flow and arrythmia has recently started to become clear using
modelling119. Inclusion of feedback control and the phase difference between aortic and
coronary flow may improve the clinical recommendations provided by the simulations 101.
It is relevant to assess the severity of large vessel stenosis using FFRCT, and
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simultaneously gain knowledge of microvascular health. Using clinical catheter
measurements, 3D coronary flow simulations now provide both FFR CT and an index of
microvascular resistance called instantaneous wave free ratio 120. Further, a knowledge
of the biomechanical properties of common plaques, rupture risk assessment is enabled
by the FFRCT models121. The effects of extra-coronary vessels such as the aorta on FFR
can be deduced from coronary flow modelling 122. Prior to surgery, abnormal wall shear
stress can be estimated using detailed 3D modelling123. In addition, perioperative
assessments are feasible that provide success metrics for PCI and other surgery 124.
Computational hemodynamics is now a key tool in translating animal studies to human 125.
It can be appreciated that FFR technology can be applied to other organ vasculature such
as the kidney126 and liver where CFD will play a significant role.
However, it can be appreciated that spatially extended modelling has a large number of
degrees of freedom, which cascades into significant computational cost. Reduced order
models, such as presented in this thesis, may be more suited for research as well as
clinician desktop applications. Knowledge gained from spatially extended modelling
should be summarized into a reliable statistical predictor127.

5.4

Future Work.

Using models to inform research and clinical practice shows promise in improving the
future of healthcare. This thesis has considered an example of this approach by
developing an informative coronary model that describes coronary flow-pressure
response to microvascular (boundary conditions) alterations. The limitations and
assumptions made throughout the development of the thesis should be addressed for
future progress.
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An obvious next step is to implement the workflow for model personalization

128.

It is

expected to involve estimation of model parameters using a sufficient number of subject
specific signals. It should however be borne in mind that optimization procedures are
computationally intensive, in addition to requiring high quality inputs 129.
This thesis partially addressed the use of subject specific data in the form of CT images
to generate computational geometries. Further routinely acquired data may assist the
parameter estimation. For example, model predictive capability will be enhanced if arterial
age (i.e. levels of arterial calcification) are known. Although the use of multi-modal data
is desirable130, it is expected to be a job to bring it all together into one model. In addition,
multi-modal data itself may be heterogeneous and inconsistent as using in silico models
to inform personalised medicine shows great promise to advance the future of healthcare.
This thesis considers an example of this approach describing the development, and use,
of a patient-specific cardiovascular model to describe the adenosine response. The
limitations and assumptions made throughout the development of the project need to be
addressed if further progress is to be made.
A simplistic argument may lead to use of complex models. However, the predictive
capability of the complex model will reduce because several of its parameters may remain
uncertain or unidentified. Future development of the model will be based upon suitable
uncertainty analysis131 inclusion of relevant mechanisms. Since the model parameters
will invariably be different among subjects, uncertainty analysis will also provide a means
of simulating populations. Simulation of populations is an upcoming field based on
Gaussian processes132.
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As it stands, the model is provided as a collection of functions in multiple programming
languages (C, MATLAB, bash, python). Future work will make the code more modular
and provide documentation for each part. For the benefit of future users, the code will be
packaged with its documentation and dependencies to ensure successful uptake. The
optimal approach will be to encode the current model into our version of the SimVascular
platform.
Although lumped parameter modelling has its advantages, it may be incapable of
providing a realistic prediction. The effects of vessel curvature may be difficult to account
for. Additionally, emergent behaviour such as pulse wave velocity is inaccessible to
lumped parameter modelling. The helical flow of blood through vessels cannot be
simulated using 0D models. Blood flow may become turbulent especially under uneven
stenosis conditions. Future work will use the outcomes of Chapter 3 and investigate
coronary hemodynamics in 1D and 3D models. Regardless, our model may provide
preliminary data and generate testable hypothesis for future clinical-computational
studies.

5.5

Conclusions.

As fractional flow reserve continues to be the gold standard for quantifying the severity of
coronary stenosis, the factors affecting the measurement are important to determine. This
thesis tested the hypothesis that a prime regulator of FFR is the presence of
microvascular disease (H1). The importance of diffuse stenosis relative to focal stenosis
on FFR estimation was also compared (H2). Finally, the use of sensitivity analysis to
reveal other factors affecting FFR was also determined (H3). These hypotheses were
tested by developing a lumped parameter model of the coronary vasculature and
implementing computational fluid dynamics to explore hemodynamic function (Aim 1).
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The results suggest that both focal and diffuse stenosis are a primary regulator of FFR
estimation and the identification of diffuse stenosis must be considered in clinical decision
making. An important finding of this work is the effect of microvascular disease on FFR
estimation. Although the effect of microvascular disease on FFR is not linear, the
consideration of downstream microvasculature dysfunction on the necessary supply of
blood through the coronaries is imperative. Another objective of this thesis (Aim 2) was
to generate computational geometries from CT imaging data. Using free, available
software for image visualization, segmentation, and finite element meshing, ten
geometries were developed using imaging data. The developed geometries and software
are open source for all members of the lab and the university community. To further
investigate the factors affecting FFR, computational fluid dynamic investigations using
these spatially extended models (1D and 3D) are anticipated in the future.
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